These are stones that my spirit guides have given me to share with others as healing tools. Crystals are star seeds planted on earth to help us overcome life’s problems as we raise our conscious awareness and our energetic vibration. Use the stones you are drawn to when selecting them, your body knows what energies it needs.

Spirit guided my husband and me to start selling crystals about ten years ago. We look forward to meeting you as you come visit us at our Firelight Crystals display in the various whole health and metaphysical shows. See the calendar on my blog for dates and locations. Enjoy and let me know if you have any exciting experiences. I may not be able to acknowledge all contacts, but know that I do truly appreciate them. Thanks for visiting my blog, pass it on to friends. Enjoy!

**STONES BY COLOR**

**Black**—binding, defense by repelling dark energy, transforming negative to positive energy, release from feeling bound, grounding

**Blue**—harmony, understanding, communication, inflammation, burns, arthritis

**Brown**—contacting earth elementals, success, amplifies all earth magic and psychic abilities, common sense, earth connection and energy

**Green**—marriage, relationships, balance, practical creativity, healing, fertility, growth, money, tonic, heart problems, ulcers, head cold

**Indigo**—discovering past lives, stopping undesirable habits/ experiences, spirit connection, removes fears, emotional problems, and healing eyes/cataracts

**Orange**—respiratory problems, laxative, control of a situation, will to live

**Pink**—healing, true unconditional love, relationships

**Purple**—breaking bad luck, protection, psychic & spiritual growth

**Red**—courage, taking action, stimulating, heart & liver disease, personal power

**White**—spiritual guidance, being directed into the right paths, calmness, becoming centered, seeing past all illusions

**Yellow**—power of the mind, changes, menstrual & intestinal problems, heartburn

**Clear Quartz**—psychic work, helps with divination, amplifies power

**Chakra Power Stones**

- **Crown Chakra** (Spiritual Connection)——Amethyst
- **Third Eye** (Insight)——Herkimer Diamond
- **Throat** (Communication)——Lapis
- **Heart** (Love)——Rose Quartz
- **Solar Plexus** (Emotional Issues)——Chinese Flourite
- **Sacral** (Grounding)——Black Tourmaline
- **Root** (Earth Connection for stability and growth)——Smoky Quartz
STONES BY POWER

Abuse, surviving—obsidian, jasper, kunzite, lapis, obsidian, smoky quartz, rodocrosite
Accidents, preventing—carnelian, malachite, topaz, turquoise
Addiction—zeolite
Anger—chrysocolla, jade, peridot, rhodonite, ruby, serpentine
Artists—aventurine, emerald, quartz crystal, tourmaline
Astral Travel—moss agate, carnelian, petrified wood, quartz crystal
Attracting the Perfect Mate—aventurine, lapis, malachite, rose quartz,
Authorities, influencing—bloodstone
Bad Habits—agate, amazonite, citrine, obsidian
Balance—agate, amethyst, aquamarine, aventurine, calcite, carnelian, emerald, lepidolite,
malachite, moonstone, obsidian, onyx, opal, quartz, rhodocrosite, serpentine, sodalite,
tiger eye, tourmaline, turquoise,
Blockages, removing—aventurine, calcite, jasper, kunzite, malachite, quartz, rhodocrosite,
ruby, sapphire, sodalite, obsidian
Business—amethyst, citrine, garnet, jade, malachite, obsidian, opal, quartz, serpentine,
tourmaline
Calming—agate, amber, amethyst, aquamarine, aventurine, coral, fossils, ivory, jade,
kunzite, lapis, lepidolite, onyx, peridot, quartz, rhodocrosite, rhodonite, serpentine,
sodalite, tourmaline
Change of Luck—aquamarine, aventurine, bloostone, citrine, flourite, garnet, malachite,
moonstone, petrified wood, tiger eye
Changing Vibration—agate, quartz
Change—amethyst, obsidian, clear quartz, smoky quartz
Circulation—moonstone, bloodstone
Cleansing—lapis, opal, peridot, clear quartz
Communication—agate, amazonite, aventurine, chrysocolla, garnet, lapis, malachite, moldavite, sodalite,
tourmaline, turquoise
Concentration—carnelian, flourite, clear quartz, tourmaline
Conflicts—agate, tourmaline
Consciousness altering—clear quartz
Control, gaining—garnet, jet, onyx, sapphire
Courage—agate, diamond, jade, ruby, serpentine
Court cases, lawyers, influencing the law—amethyst, aquamarine
Creativity—agate, amazonite, amethyst, apatite, aquamarine, aventurine, chrysocolla, emerald, jade, laps,
malachite, obsidian, onyx, opal, clear quartz, sodalite, tourmaline, turquoise, citrine
Cycles of Life—obsidian, tiger eye, citrine
Deception, uncovering—moonstone
Defeating Negative Energy—amethyst, mica, obsidian, onyx, petrified wood, pyrite, clear quartz,
sapphire, tourmaline
Deflecting Negativity—jasper, clear quartz, kyenite, obsidian, onyx
Dementia—chalcedony
Depression, relieving—garnet, jade, jet, lapis, serpentine, chalcedony
Destiny—peridot, clear quartz
Discrimination—agate
Divination—agate, amethyst, cat’s eye, emerald, fluorite, mica, moonstone, obsidian, clear quartz, rhodocrosite, tiger eye, tourmaline

Dreams, prophetic—agate, amethyst, emerald, clear quartz,

End of the Rope, totally discouraged—malachite

Enemies, defeating—aquamarine

Energy, gaining—agate, goldstone, jasper, clear quartz, rhodocrosite

Energy Shield—tektite/meteorite, rhodocrosite, tourmaline, labradorite

Evil Spirits, repelling—agate, bloodstone, carnelian, jade, jasper, malachite, obsidian, onyx, tourmaline

Excessive Energy Removal— hematite

Family Problems—carnelian

Fear—amber, aquamarine, aventurine, chrysocolla, citrine, coral, fossils, obsidian, tourmaline, amazonite, sunstone

Feminine Energies—chrysocolla, jade, moonstone, turquoise

Friends—agate, geode, lapis, ruby, tourmaline, turquoise

Gaining Spiritual Blessings—amethyst, apatite, citrine, diamond, emerald, lapis, opal, pearl, petrified wood, sapphire, sugilite, black tourmaline

Giving Thanks—citrine, lapis, pearl, clear quartz, sugilite

Goals, making them—amethyst, calcite, citrine, diamond, snowflake obsidian, peridot, rhodocrosite, sodalite, watermelon tourmaline

GOD and guardian angels—amethyst, clear quartz

Goddess—amethyst, jet, moonstone, clear quartz

Good Luck—agate, amethyst, aventurine, carnelian, onyx, opal, petrified wood,

Grief—apache tear, lepedolite, obsidian, tourmaline

Grounding—agate, flourite, obsidian, smoky quartz, tiger eye,

Guilt, releasing—chrysocolla, kyanite, tourmaline

Happiness—moss agate, amazonite, amethyst, garnet, ruby, sapphire

Harmonizing—aventurine, calcite, coral, jade, lapis, lepedolite, obsidian, clear quartz, sodalite

Healing—moss agate, amazonite, amber, amethyst, aquamarine, bloodstone, carnelian, chrysocolla, citrine, emerald, fluorite, garnet, jasper, lapis, malachite, pearl, rhodocrosite, ruby tourmaline, turquoise

Illusions, seeing through—amethyst, chalcedony, sodalite

Ill-wishing, repelling—carnelian, chalcedony, sodalite

Impatience—clear quartz

Information Gaining—azurite, clear quartz, sapphire

Inner Guidance—bloodstone, clear quartz

Insomnia—agate, smoky quartz, moonstone

Inspiration—amazonite, amethyst, aquamarine, clear quartz, garnet, onyx,

Intellect—agate, amber, jade, lapis, rhodocrosite, tourmaline

Intuition—amethyst, aquamarine, azurite, citrine, clear quartz, malachite, opal, ruby, tourmaline, sodalite

Jealousy, dissolving—kyanite, peridot, turquoise

Job, career—carnelian, lapis, obsidian

Justice—amethyst, jade

Karma—calcite, citrine, clear quartz, jet, obsidian, onyx, tiger eye

Leadership—opal, ruby, aventurine

Long Life—moss agate, onyx, jade, chrysathamum stone
Love—aquamarine, calcite, emerald, malachite, moonstone, rose quartz

Meditation—amethyst, calcite, clear quartz, coral, emerald, fluorite, malachite, moldavite, obsidian, smoky quartz, turquoise

Memory—amethyst, carnelian, coral, emerald, opal, rhodocrosite

Money—agate, amber, bloodstone, calcite, citrine, malachite, obsidian

Opportunity—garnet

Past Lives—amethyst, coral, clear quartz, flourite, fossils, garnet, jasper, malachite, moonstone, obsidian, petrified wood, tourmaline

Personal Power—agate, clear quartz, jasper, obsidian, opal, ruby, epidote

PMS—moonstone

Pregnancy, fertility—diorite, lapis, rose quartz

Prophecy—amethyst, bloodstone, clear quartz, moonstone, obsidian, opal, tiger eye, obsidian

Prosperity—agate, amber, aquamarine, aventurine, bloodstone, citrine, emerald, garnet, malachite, opal, green tourmaline, turquoise

Protection—amethyst, aquamarine, aventurine bloodstone, calcite, carnelian, emerald, epidote, garnet, jet, lapis, malachite, moonstone, black obsidian, black onyx, pearl, petrified wood, sunstone, tiger eye, tourmaline, turquoise

Psychic Abilities, gaining—agate, amethyst, apatite, clear quartz, jet, moonstone, sodalite, sugilite, tourmaline, turquoise

Psychic Abilities, strengthening—moss agate, apache tear, flourite, jet, moonstone

Psychic Attack, stopping—obsidian, smoky quartz, turquoise

Public Speaking—carnelian emerald

Purification—aquamarine, clear quartz, tourmaline

Releasing—apatite, aventurine, chrysocolla, clear quartz, moonstone, petrified wood, sodalite, tourmaline

Romance—turquoise

Self Confidence—amazonite, aventurine, bloodstone, carnelian, citrine, clear quartz, garnet, tourmaline

Self Love—calcite, clear quartz, ivory

Sexual Attractiveness—obsidian, opal sodalite, sunstone

Soul-Friends, soul mates—clear quartz, herkimer diamond

Spirit Guides, teachers—moss agate, citrine, clear quartz, lapis, moonstone, obsidian, opal, sugilite, tourmaline

Spiritual Awareness—amethyst, apatite, calcite, clear quartz, emerald, labradorite, lepidolite, moonstone, onyx sugilite, tiger eye

Spiritual Growth—amethyst, amber, citrine, diamond, lapis, ruby

Stamina—jade, labradorite, sunstone

Stress and Tension—agate, amethyst, clear quartz, lapis, moonstone, obsidian

Transformation—amethyst, ametrine, clear quartz, flourite, garnet, jasper, malachite, onyx, ruby, tourmaline

Unwanted Situation, handling—kyanite, malachite, smoky quartz

Virility—red and black obsidian

Visualization—aventurine, clear quartz

Wrinkles, removing—elixer of rose quartz or lepidolite

Worry—amazonite

Writer Skills—amethyst, aventurine, garnet, tourmaline, Chinese writing rock